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Fully referenced facts about Covid-19, provided by experts in the field, to help our
readers make a realistic risk assessment. (Regular updates below)

“The only means to fight the plague is honesty.” (Albert Camus, 1947)

Overview

1. According to the latest immunological and serological studies, the overall lethality of
Covid-19 (IFR) is about 0.1% and thus in the range of a strong seasonal influenza (flu).

2. Even in global “hotspots”, the risk of death for the general population of school and
working age is typically in the range of a daily car ride to work. The risk was initially
overestimated because many people with only mild or no symptoms were not taken
into account.

3. Up to 80% of all test-positive persons remain symptom-free. Even among 70-79 year
olds, about 60% remain symptom-free. Over 95% of all persons develop at most
moderate symptoms.

4. Up to 60% of all persons may already have a certain cellular background immunity to
Covid19 due to contact with previous coronaviruses (i.e. common cold viruses).

5. The median or average age of the deceased in most countries (including Italy) is over
80 years and only about 4% of the deceased had no serious preconditions. The age and
risk profile of deaths thus essentially corresponds to normal mortality.

6. In many countries, up to two thirds of all extra deaths occurred in nursing homes,
which do not benefit from a general lockdown. Moreover, in many cases it is not clear
whether these people really died from Covid19 or from weeks of extreme stress and
isolation.

7. Up to 30% of all additional deaths may have been caused not by Covid19, but by the
effects of the lockdown, panic and fear. For example, the treatment of heart attacks
and strokes decreased by up to 60% because many patients no longer dared to go to
hospital.

8. Even in so-called “Covid19 deaths” it is often not clear whether they died from or with
coronavirus (i.e. from underlying diseases) or if they were counted as “presumed
cases” and not tested at all. However, official figures usually do not reflect this
distinction.

9. Many media reports of young and healthy people dying from Covid19 turned out to
be false: many of these young people either did not die from Covid19, they had
already been seriously ill (e.g. from undiagnosed leukaemia), or they were in fact 109
instead of 9 years old. The claimed increase in Kawasaki disease in children also
turned out to be false.
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10. The normal overall mortality per day is about 8000 people in the US, about 2600 in
Germany and about 1800 in Italy. Influenza mortality per season is up to 80,000 in the
US and up to 25,000 in Germany and Italy. In several countries Covid19 deaths
remained below strong flu seasons.

11. Regional increases in mortality can occur if there is a collapse in the care of the elderly
and sick as a result of infection or panic, or if there are additional risk factors such as
severe air pollution. Special regulations for dealing with the deceased sometimes led
to additional bottlenecks in funeral or cremation services.

12. In countries such as Italy and Spain, and to some extent the UK and the US, hospital
overloads due to strong flu waves are not unusual. In addition, up to 15% of doctors
and health workers are now being put into quarantine, even if they develop no
symptoms.

13. The often shown exponential curves of “corona cases” are misleading, as the number
of tests also increased exponentially. In most countries, the ratio of positive tests to
tests overall (i.e. the positive rate) remained constant at 5% to 25% or increased only
slightly. In many countries, the peak of the spread was already reached well before the
lockdown.

14. Countries without curfews and contact bans, such as Japan, South Korea or Sweden,
have not experienced a more negative course of events than other countries. Sweden
was even praised by the WHO and now benefits from higher immunity compared to
lockdown countries.

15. The fear of a shortage of ventilators was unjustified. According to lung specialists, the
invasive ventilation (intubation) of Covid19 patients, which is partly done out of fear
of spreading the virus, is in fact often counterproductive and damaging to the lungs.

16. Contrary to original assumptions, various studies have shown that there is no
evidence of the virus spreading through aerosols (i.e. tiny particles floating in the air)
or through smear infections (e.g. on door handles or smartphones). The main modes
of transmission are direct contact and droplets produced when coughing or sneezing.

17. There is also no scientific evidence for the effectiveness of face masks in healthy or
asymptomatic individuals. On the contrary, experts warn that such masks interfere
with normal breathing and may become “germ carriers”. Leading doctors called them
a “media hype” and “ridiculous”.

18. Many clinics in Europe and the US remained strongly underutilized or almost empty
during the Covid19 peak and in some cases had to send staff home. Numerous
operations and therapies were cancelled, including many cancer screenings and organ
transplants.

19. Several media were caught trying to dramatize the situation in hospitals, sometimes
even with manipulative images and videos. In general, the unprofessional reporting
of many media maximized fear and panic in the population.

20. The virus test kits used internationally are prone to errors and can produce false
positive and false negative results. Moreover, the official virus test was not clinically
validated due to time pressure and may sometimes react positive to other
coronaviruses.

21. Numerous internationally renowned experts in the fields of virology, immunology
and epidemiology consider the measures taken to be counterproductive and
recommend rapid natural immunisation of the general population and protection of
risk groups.

22. At no time was there a medical reason for the closure of schools, as children hardly
ever transmit the virus or fall ill with it themselves. There is also no medical reason
for small classes, masks or ‘social distancing’ rules in schools.

23. The claim that only severe Covid-19 but not influenza may cause venous thrombosis
and pulmonary (lung) embolism is not true, as it has been known for 50 years that
severe influenza greatly increases the risk of thrombosis and embolism, too.

24. Several medical experts described vaccines against coronaviruses as unnecessary or
even dangerous. Indeed, the vaccine against the so-called swine flu of 2009, for
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example, led to sometimes severe neurological damage and lawsuits in the millions.
25. The number of people suffering from unemployment, depressions and domestic

violence as a result of the measures has reached historic record values. Several experts
predict that the measures will claim more lives than the virus itself. According to the
UN millions of people around the world may fall into absolute poverty and famine.

26. NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden warned that the “corona crisis” will be used for
the massive and permanent expansion of global surveillance. The renowned virologist
Pablo Goldschmidt spoke of a “global media terror” and “totalitarian measures”.
Leading British virologist professor John Oxford spoke of a “media epidemic”.

27. More than 500 scientists have warned of an “unprecedented surveillance of society”
through problematic apps for “contact tracing”. In some countries, such “contact
tracing” is already carried out directly by the secret service. In several parts of the
world, the population is already being monitored by drones and facing serious police
overreach.

28. A 2019 WHO study on public health measures against pandemic influenza found that
from a medical perspective, “contact tracing” is “not recommended in any
circumstances”.

See also:

Studies on Covid-19 lethality (overview)
Open Letter by Professor Sucharit Bhakdi
European Mortality Monitoring (EuroMomo)

June 2020

A. General part

Studies of Covid-19 lethality

Stanford professor John Ioannidis published an overview of Covid-19 antibody studies.
According to his analysis, the lethality of Covid19 (IFR) is below 0.16% in most countries
and regions. Ioannidis found an upper limit of 0.40% for three hotspots.

In its latest report, the US health authority CDC reduced the Covid19 lethality (IFR) to
0.26% (best estimate). Even this value may still be seen as an upper limit, since the CDC
conservatively assumes 35% asymptomatic cases, while most studies indicate 50 to 80%
asymptomatic cases.

At the end of May, however, Swiss immunologists led by Professor Onur Boyman
published what is probably the most important study on Covid19 lethality to date. This
preprint study comes to the conclusion that the usual antibody tests that measure
antibodies in the blood (IgG and IgM) can recognize at most one fifth of all Covid19
infections.

The reason for this discrepancy is that in most people the new coronavirus is already
neutralized by antibodies on the mucous membrane (IgA) or by cellular immunity (T-
cells). In most of these cases, no symptoms or only mild symptoms develop.
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This means that the new coronavirus is probably much more common than previously
thought and the lethality per infection is up to five times lower than previously assumed.
The real lethality could thus be well below 0.1% and hence in the range of strong
seasonal influenza.

In fact, several studies have now shown that up to 60% of all people already have a
certain cellular immunity to Covid-19, which was acquired through contact with previous
coronaviruses (common cold viruses). Children in particular often come into contact with
such coronaviruses, which could help explain their insensitivity to Covid19.

The new Swiss study may also explain why antibody studies even in hotspots like New
York or Madrid found infection rates of at most about 20%, as this would correspond to
an actual rate of nearly 100%. In many regions, the actual prevalence might already be
well over 50% and thus in the range of herd immunity.

Should the Swiss study be confirmed, the assessment of Oxford epidemiologist Prof.
Sunetra Gupta would apply, who predicted early on that Covid-19 is very widespread
and its lethality below 0.1%.

Despite the comparatively low lethality of Covid-19 (deaths per infection), the mortality
(deaths per population) can still be increased regionally and in the short term if the virus
spreads rapidly and reaches high risk groups, especially patients in nursing homes, as
indeed happened in several hotspots (see below).

Due to its rather low lethality, Covid-19 falls at most into level 2 of the five-level
pandemic plan developed by the US health authorities. For this level, only the “voluntary
isolation of sick people” is to be applied, while further measures such as face masks,
school closings, distance rules, contact tracing, vaccinations and lockdowns of entire
societies are not recommended.

Regarding contact tracing, a WHO study on influenza pandemics from 2019 also came to
the conclusion that from a medical point of view this is “under no circumstances
recommended”, since it is not expedient for easily communicable and generally mild
respiratory diseases.

It is sometimes argued that the rather low lethality was not known at the beginning of the
pandemic. This is not entirely true, as data from South Korea, the cruise ships and even
from Italy already showed in March that the risk to the general population is rather low.

Many health authorities also knew this, as leaked emails from Denmark in mid-March
show: “The Danish Health Authority continues to consider that Covid-19 cannot be
described as a generally dangerous disease, as it does not have either a usually serious
course or a high mortality rate.”

Some media nevertheless continue to calculate an allegedly much higher Covid19
lethality rate of sometimes over 1% by simply dividing deaths by “infections”, without
taking into account the age and risk distribution, which is absolutely crucial especially for
Covid19.

The latest data from the European mortality monitoring Euromomo show that several
countries such as France, Italy and Spain are already entering a below-average mortality.
The reason for this is that the average age of Covid19 deaths was very high and fewer
people than usual are now dying in this age group.

See also: Studies on Covid-19 lethality
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Example: Death rate per age group in Massachusetts, USA ( source )

The role of nursing homes

Nursing homes played an absolute key role in the Covid 19 pandemic. In most countries,
one to two thirds of all Covid19 deaths occurred in nursing homes, and up to 80% in
Canada and some US states. Even in Sweden, which did not impose a lockdown, 75% of
deaths occurred in nursing facilities.

It is all the more worrying that some authorities have obliged their nursing homes to
admit Covid patients from the clinics, which has almost always resulted in numerous
new infections and deaths. This happened in northern Italy, England and the heavily
affected US states of New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

It is also known from northern Italy that the widespread fear of the virus and the
announced lockdown led to the flight of the predominantly Eastern European nurses,
which accelerated the breakdown of elderly care.

In the United States, at least 42% of all Covid19 deaths are accounted for by 0.6% of the
population living in nursing homes. Nursing homes require targeted protection and do
not benefit from a general lockdown of society as a whole.

It is well known that even common corona viruses (cold viruses) can be very dangerous
for people in nursing homes. Stanford professor John Ioannidis pointed out already in
mid-March that coronaviruses may have a case mortality rate of up to 8% in nursing
homes.

In addition, it is often not clear whether these people really died from Covid-19 or from
weeks of stress and total isolation. For example, there were approximately 30,000
additional deaths in English nursing homes, but in only 10,000 cases, Covid19 is noted on
the death certificate.

In April alone, around 10,000 additional dementia patients without corona infection died
in England and Wales due to weeks of isolation. Investigations into the situation in
nursing homes have been initiated or requested in several countries.
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Nursing home deaths, absolute and percentage ( LTCCovid )

The role of hospitals

The second central factor regarding infections and deaths, in addition to the nursing
homes, are the hospitals themselves. A case study in Wuhan already showed that around
41% of hospitalized Covid patients had in fact contracted Covid in the hospital itself.

Contagion in hospitals also played a decisive role in northern Italy, Spain, England and
other regions that were severely affected, meaning that the clinics themselves became the
main place of transmission of Covid19 to already weakened people (so-called nosocomial
infection) – an issue that had already been observed during the SARS outbreak from 2003.

Based on current knowledge, those countries that managed to avoid outbreaks of
infection in nursing homes and hospitals had comparatively few deaths. The general
lockdown of society, however, played no role or even a counterproductive role (see
below).

An additional factor is the sometimes fatal medical mistreatment of Covid patients with
aggressive drugs or invasive ventilation, the risks of which experts have been warning
about for months. In the US, for example, there have been questionable financial
incentives to connect Covid patients to ventilators, a practice that is now being
investigated in several states.

See also: An undercover nurse reporting from the ‘epicenter’ in New York City (Video)

The clinical picture of Covid-19
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The well-known Hamburg medical examiner Professor Klaus Püschel presented his
study (English) on the first 12 of 190 detailed corona autopsies at a press conference
(German).

Professor Püschel again emphasized that Covid-19 “is not nearly as threatening as was
initially suspected”. The danger was “too much influenced by media images”. The media
had focused on severe individual cases and fueled panic with “completely wrong
messages”. Covid-19 is not a “killer virus” and the call for new medicine or vaccines is
“driven by fear, not facts.”

The specific cause of death of the examined cases was pneumonia, but in about 50% of
the cases there were venous thrombosis in the legs, which can lead to fatal pulmonary
embolism. The kidneys and heart muscle were also partially affected. Professor Püschel
therefore recommends the preventive administration of blood-thinning medication for
serious Covid cases.

With regard to thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, Professor Püschel – like other
experts before – emphasized that a “lockdown” with quarantine at home was “exactly the
wrong measure”, since the lack of exercise itself promotes thrombosis. Indeed, US
specialists have already been warning of this risk after even Covid-negative people
developed unexpected thrombosis.

Many media again misinterpreted the autopsy findings and spoke of Covid-19 as a
particularly dangerous disease which, unlike influenza, is said to lead to thrombosis and
pulmonary embolism. This is not true, however: it has been known for 50 years that even
severe influenza can greatly increase the risk of thrombosis and embolism and can affect
the heart muscle and other organs. Even the recommendation regarding preventive blood
thinner for severe influenza has been around for 50 years already.

Children and schools

Numerous studies have now shown that children hardly get Covid19 and do not or
hardly transmit the virus, which was already known from the 2003 SARS outbreak. There
was therefore no medical reason for the closure of schools at any time.

Accordingly, all those countries that reopened their schools in May saw no increase in
cases of infection. Countries like Sweden, which never closed their primary schools
anyway, had no problems with this either.

A preprint study by the German virologist Christian Drosten argued that the risk of
infection from children is comparable to adults and schools should therefore remain
closed. However, several researchers demonstrated methodological errors in the study.
Drosten subsequently withdrew the recommendation regarding school closures.

In some schools, for example in France and Israel, alleged “corona outbreaks” are said to
have occurred. However, it is likely that these are transmissions from teachers to
schoolchildren that, to their dismay, are regularly tested, although they hardly show any
symptoms and are themselves hardly or not at all contagious.

The British Kawasaki Disease Foundation again criticized the dubious and lurid media
coverage of Kawasaki disease. In fact, there has been no significant increase in Kawasaki
cases and no proven association with Covid-19. General inflammatory reactions in
individual children are also known from other viral infections, but the number of cases
reported so far is extremely low.
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German medical associations have also given the all-clear: Covid-19 is imperceptible or
very mild in almost all children. Schools and daycare centers should therefore be opened
immediately and without restrictions, ie there is no need for small groups, distance rules
or masks.

Schoolchildren in France who have to play in boxes (May 15, 2020,
DailyMail )

On the effectiveness of masks

Regardless of the comparatively low lethality of Covid19 in the general population (see
above), there is still no scientific evidence for the effectiveness of masks in healthy and
asymptomatic people in everyday life.

A cross-country study by the University of East Anglia came to the conclusion that a
mask requirement was of no benefit and could even increase the risk of infection.

Two US professors and experts in respiratory and infection protection from the
University of Illinois explain in an essay that respiratory masks have no effect in
everyday life, neither as self-protection nor to protect third parties (so-called source
control). The widespread use of masks didn’t prevent the outbreak in the Chinese city of
Wuhan, either.

A study from April 2020 in the journal Annals of Internal Medicine came to the conclusion
that neither fabric masks nor surgical masks can prevent the spread of the Covid19 virus
by coughing.

An article in the New England Journal of Medicine from May 2020 also comes to the
conclusion that respiratory masks offer little or no protection in everyday life. The call for
a mask requirement is described as an “irrational fear reflex”.

A May 2020 meta-study on pandemic influenza published by the U.S. CDC also found
that respirators had no effect.
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The WHO moreover declared in June that truly “asymptomatic transmission” is in fact
“very rare”, as data from numerous countries showed. Some of the few confirmed cases
were due to direct body contact, i.e. shaking hands or kissing.

In Austria, the mask requirement in retail and catering will be lifted again from mid-June.
A mask requirement was never introduced in Sweden because it “does not offer
additional protection for the population”, as the health authority explained.

Numerous politicians, media people and police officers have already been caught putting
on their respirators in a crowd especially for the television cameras or taking them off
immediately when they believed that they were no longer being filmed.

In some cases there were brutal police attacks because a person allegedly “did not wear
her mask properly”. In other cases, people with a disability who cannot and do not have
to wear a mask, are not allowed to enter department stores .

Despite this evidence, a group called “masks4all”, which was founded by a “young
leader” of the World Economic Forum (WEF) Davos, is advocating worldwide mask
requirements. Several governments and the WHO appear to be responding to this
campaign.

Many critics suspect that the masks are more likely to have a psychological or political
function (“muzzle” or “visible sign of obedience”) and that wearing them frequently
might even lead to additional health problems.

On the origin of the virus

In mid-March, some researchers argued in a letter to the journal Nature Medicine that the
Covid19 virus must be of natural origin and not “from a laboratory”. They cited the
structure of the virus and the fact that the binding to the human ACE2 cell receptor did
not correspond to the theoretical maximum.

In the meantime, however, numerous renowned virologists have contradicted this
argument. An artificial origin in the context of virological functional research is “at least
as plausible” as a natural origin. In fact, coronaviruses of this kind have been intensively
researched in several laboratories for almost 20 years (i.e. since the SARS outbreak in
2003), they say.

Arguments in favour of an artificial origin include in particular that the binding to the
human ACE2 cell receptor is significantly stronger than in all common source animals
and that no direct source animal could be identified so far. In addition, the virus contains
some striking functional gene sequences that might have been inserted artificially.

The initial theory of the animal market in Wuhan has since been rejected because none of
the animals there tested positive and a third of the very first patients had no connection
to the animal market. The animal market is now seen as a secondary place of
transmission.

It is known that the virological laboratory in Wuhan, in collaboration with the United
States and France, researched coronaviruses and thereby also generated “potentially
pandemic pathogens” (PPP) that are particularly easy to transmit and / or particularly
dangerous. In addition, there have been several laboratory accidents with virus releases
in China and the USA.
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The unbiased observer must therefore continue to consider several realistic options: a
natural origin of the virus (as assumed with SARS 2003), a laboratory accident as part of
functional research (probably in Wuhan), or even a targeted release by a geopolitically
interested actor in the East or West.

Nevertheless, the Covid19 virus is not a “biological weapon” in the classic sense: the
virus is very easily transmissible, but not particularly dangerous for the general
population. Animal studies have shown that much more deadly corona viruses can be
generated.

Comparison of coronavirus amino acid sequences (Yuri Deigin)

Vaccines against Covid-19

Numerous experts have already pointed out that an express vaccine against the new
coronavirus is not necessary or useful due to the overall low lethality (see above) and the
already declining spread. The protection of risk groups, especially in nursing homes,
could be much more targeted.

Some experts like the Swiss infectiologist Dr. Pietro Vernazza also pointed out that
experience shows that the high-risk group in particular benefits the least from
vaccination, since their immune system no longer reacts adequately to the vaccine.

Various experts have also pointed out the significant health risks of an express vaccine. In
fact, vaccination against the so-called “swine flu” from 2009/2010, for example, led to
sometimes severe neurological damage, particularly in children, and to claims for
damages in the millions.

Nevertheless, several billion dollars of private and public funds have already been
collected for the development of a vaccine. An “immunity certificate” for work and travel
is still being discussed. However, contrary to most media reports, the two leading vaccine
projects had some serious complications.
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In the case of the Oxford University vaccine, in animal experiments all six rhesus
monkeys fell ill with Covid19 despite vaccination and were as infectious as the
unvaccinated monkeys. Nevertheless, the vaccine was moved on to the human test phase.
However, the project manager explained that the coronavirus had already become so rare
in the population that the clinical trial may deliver no result.

In the case of the novel RNA vaccine from Moderna, which was unusually tested directly
in human experiments, 20% of the participants in the high-dose group had a “serious side
effect”, although Moderna only allowed very healthy people to try it.

One of the Moderna participants was then presented and interviewed by CNN as a
“hero”. However, it was agreed not to mention that the participant passed out after the
vaccination and became “as sick as never before in his life”. Several experts also criticized
Moderna for not disclosing their clinical data sufficiently.

The director of the US Corona Vaccine Rapid Development Program was himself
previously a director at Moderna. President Trump also announced that the vaccine
might be distributed nationwide with the U.S. military. Some countries, such as
Denmark, have already created the legal basis for mandatory vaccination of the entire
population. In Germany, too, various politicians have spoken out in favor of compulsory
vaccination.

Proponents of compulsory vaccination, such as World Medical President Frank
Montgomery, argue that the population must be vaccinated to protect those who cannot
be vaccinated for health reasons. In view of the rather low lethality of Covid19 and the
already wide prevalence, this argumentation seems rahter questionable, however. In
addition, there are the serious vaccine risks outlined above.

Nevertheless, the head of the largest European ticket portal Eventim said that “major
events may not return until there is a vaccine or a correspondingly effective medication.”

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson, who co-chaired the vaccine summit in early June
with US billionaire Bill Gates, described the GAVI vaccine alliance as a kind of “health
NATO”.

Heads of government at the global vaccine summit on June 4, 2020 ( GAVI )
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Medication against Covid-19

The situation regarding helpful medication for severe Covid19 cases remains very
unclear. The only consensus is that blood thinners are helpful in preventing life-
threatening thrombosis and embolism (as with severe influenza).

There have been fierce discussions about the malaria drug hydroxychloroquin (HCQ) for
months. The journal Lancet published a study at the end of May according to which HCQ
leads to heart problems. The WHO then ceased all of its HCQ studies. Shortly thereafter,
however, it became known that the Lancet study was based on a manipulated data set.

The Lancet study and another study in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM) had to
be withdrawn, which is one of the biggest medical scandals in recent years. The reason
for the manipulated study is not clear, however, the lead author seems to be involved in a
study of competing drug Remdesivir at the same time.

The use of remdesivir by the pharmaceutical company Gilead came itself under pressure
after a first study showed that the drug could not reduce the risk of death. However,
many media ignored this and still reported positive about the drug.

A former French Minister of Health revealed in an interview that the editors of Lancet
and NEJM stated in a confidential discussion panel that the pressure and influence of
pharmaceutical companies had become so great, indeed “criminal”, that one could no
longer speak of science.

Various clinics use or study HCQ in Covid19 patients, sometimes in combination with
zinc, vitamins or other medications. However, it is known that HCQ can lead to fatal
complications in people from Africa and the Mediterranean region that have a metabolic
pecularity called favism.

Unfortunately, it must be assumed that incorrect or too aggressive medication with HCQ,
steroids, antibiotics and antiviral agents as well as invasive ventilation has led to
numerous additional and avoidable deaths during the corona pandemic.

Expert opinions (selection)

The British chief physician Dr. Chris Witty said in a lecture that Covid19 posed “no
danger to the vast majority of the population”. Most people would not or only mildly
fall ill with it, and even with those who are seriously ill, the chances of recovery are
good.
Stanford professor and Nobel Laureate in Chemistry Michael Levitt explains in a new
post that the lockdowns did not save lives but cost many. A “panic virus” has spread
among politicians worldwide, professor Levitt said.
Professor Karel Sikora of the University of Buckingham argued in an interview that
ultimately, fear will “kill a lot more people than the virus,” including untreated heart
and cancer patients. Schools should be opened quickly and masks should remain an
individual decision because their benefits have not been proven. One should go back
to an “old normal” and not a “new normal”. (Note: The video with Professor Sikora
was temporarily deleted by YouTube and only restored after protests).
Professor Yoram Lass, former director-general of Israel’s Ministry of Health, argues
that the lockdown measures have been “totally disproportionate” and are an acute
threat to hundreds of millions of people. Covid19 is “comparable to a flu epidemic”
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and would never have justified such political destruction of livelihoods. People have
been intimidated and “brainwashed”.
The Oxford professor of epidemiology, Sunetra Gupta, argues in a new interview that
the lethality of Covid19 is likely to be below 0.1% and that a large number of people
have already come into contact with the virus.
Leading German virologist Prof. Hendrik Streeck criticized the lockdown and
explained that “all experts are returning to the assessment of the early days” that
Covid-19 “should not be trivialized, but also should not be dramatized”. The reason
for the declining risk assessment was the “enormous number of infections that
remained without symptoms”. Streeck does not expect any excess mortality in
Germany by the end of the year, as the average age of death is “rather above life
expectancy”, and he doesn’t consider “corona apps” and widespread corona tests to
be useful. He also criticized the general use of masks, saying that these are a
“wonderful breeding ground for bacteria and fungi”. Schools should be reopened as
soon as possible.
An employee of the German Ministry of the Interior, responsible for disaster
protection, together with external experts wrote a 100-page analysis paper on corona
crisis management, which was leaked to the press at the beginning of May and
created strong reactions. In the paper, Covid-19 is described as a “global false alarm”
because “there was probably at no time a risk beyond the normal level” for the
general population. The collateral damage caused by the lockdown is now
significantly higher than the recognizable benefit and far exceeds the risk potential of
the corona virus. In March and April alone, over a million operations were not carried
out in Germany. The data supplied by the official RKI were “not reliable” as the basis
for decision-making. The official was subsequently fired because he had created the
paper “without authorization”.
A group led by Professor Sucharit Bhakdi founded the Association of Physicians and
Scientists for Health, Freedom and Democracy (MWGFD), which has already been
joined by over 16,000 supporters. At the beginning of June, the group published a call
to the federal government and all state governments to immediately and completely
lift the Corona measures. Professor Bhakdi’s book, Corona: A False Alarm?, appearing
at the end of June, is already an Amazon bestseller solely due to the pre-orders.
A senior physician for intensive medicine at the University Hospital Zurich, who
cared for critical Covid 19 patients, criticized in a widely shared video the
“scaremongering” associated with the disease. For the vast majority of all people there
is no significant risk of death, the numbers are comparable overall to earlier flu waves.
Risk groups could be protected in a targeted manner, while the lockdown only
prevents the immunization of the general population. In addition, people die due to
the medical undersupply in other areas. The medical and social damage has long been
greater than the benefits. The partially mandatory mouth protection for
schoolchildren also has “no medical sense and benefit” and places a heavy burden on
the children. The “daily counting” of the cases is nonsensical and only spreads fear.
The counterproductive measures must be stopped quickly.Swiss media tried to put
pressure on the Zurich University Hospital after the video had been widely
distributed. The doctor has since removed the original video.
The Swiss chief physician for infectiology, Dr. Pietro Vernazza, using current case
studies as an example, explains that fever measurements and contact tracing are not
useful due to the often symptom-free course and easy transmission of Covid19.
The well-known Swiss immunologist Dr. Beda Stadler explains in an article that
Covid19 is a “very selective disease” and only poses a real risk for very few people.
The media, on the other hand, focused on the few atypical individual cases that exist
with every illness. Many scientists had focused too much on their models and too
little on reality. The planned contact tracing is medically “senseless” and spreads
“only panic”.
Overview: 250 worldwide expert voices against corona dogmas (German)
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Success stories

Sweden: Sweden had no lockdown, no mask requirement and no primary school
closures, but instead mainly relied on the personal responsibility and cooperation of the
population. This approach worked well and Sweden saw only a low mortality rate in the
general population, comparable to a seasonal flu wave.

Nevertheless, the overall mortality rate in Sweden was indeed higher than in the
neighboring Scandinavian countries or in Germany, which was portrayed by many
international media as an alleged “failure of the Swedish no-lockdown strategy”.

However, most media didn’t mention that three quarters of Swedish deaths occured in
nursing facilities, which require targeted protection and do not benefit from a general
lockdown of society. Indeed, at 86 years, the median age of Swedish Covid deaths is
likely the highest in the world.

The Swedish government has also been one of the few to apologize for the insufficient
protection of nursing patients and to announce an investigation, but this has again been
portrayed by many media as an alleged “failure of the Swedish no-lockdown strategy”.

Yet even total mortality in Sweden remained below the strongest seasonal flu waves of
the past thirty years. Moreover, Sweden may now benefit from a very high natural
immunity, especially in view of the latest immunological studies on the actual range of
antibody tests (see above).

Sweden: All-cause mortality, November to May, since 1990 (SCB/Twitter)

Florida: Despite being home to many senior citizens, Florida introduced rather few
restrictions and even the popular beaches were reopened early, which was heavily
criticized by many US media. Nevertheless, Florida did very well compared to other
states and recently had around 2300 deaths in a population of 21 million, which
corresponds to Germany’s low mortality.
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In an interview, the governor explained that contrary to the media, he realized early on
based on the figures from South Korea and Italy that Covid19 was only dangerous for a
very small risk group and he therefore protected the nursing homes as best as possible. In
terms of prevention, nursing homes were even more important than the clinics
themselves, and this strategy had proven itself. At the end of May, the governor
announced that summer camps and youth activities could be carried out without
restrictions.

Japan: Japan registered some of the first Covid19 cases outside of China, but did not
introduce a lockdown. At the end of March, the Japan Times asked, “Where’s the
coronavirus explosion?” Bloomberg now reports that a corona crisis never materialized:
there were no restrictions on movement, restaurants and hairdressers remained open,
there were no “tracking apps” and no mass tests of the general population. Nevertheless
– or because of this – Japan now has by far the least deaths compared to the G7
industrialized countries.

It is sometimes argued that the respirators were decisive for Japan’s success. However,
respirators are voluntary in Japan and did not stop the outbreak in the Chinese city of
Wuhan, while Sweden, Florida and other successful regions did not use masks in the
general population.

Belarus: Belarus has probably implemented the least restrictions of all industrialized
nations and carried out even major events such as the 75-year celebrations of the end of
World War II. Nevertheless, Belarus officially counts fewer than 300 Covid deaths even
after more than three months. Long-term President Lukashenko, who has repeatedly
referred to Corona as a “psychosis,” said in mid-May that the capital, Minsk, had already
passed the peak. The decision to treat Covid19 cases like normal pneumonia was correct.
Ultimately, however, only statistics on overall mortality will be able to show whether the
Belarusian numbers are really correct.

A Florida beach during the Corona pandemic (NBC)

Additional Notes
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Transmission routes: A new report by the US health agency CDC comes to the
conclusion that the virus is transmitted primarily through direct contact with people
and “cannot spread easily on surfaces.” The German virologist Hendrik Streeck was
already able to demonstrate that the new corona virus does not or hardly spread
through objects or through aerosols floating in the air.
Distance rules: Iceland declared the distance rules optional at the end of May and
reopened bars and clubs. Switzerland converted the distance regulations into a
voluntary recommendation. A Cochrane study from 2011 already showed that there is
so far hardly any evidence for the effectiveness of “social distancing” measures.
Surgeries: According to an article in the British Journal of Surgery, around 28 million
surgeries, including many cancer surgeries, have been canceled or postponed
worldwide over 12 weeks due to corona measures.
Years of life: An evaluation by four US professors comes to the conclusion that the
lockdown in the USA will cost about twice as many years of life as Covid-19 and was
therefore a very counterproductive measure even from a purely medical point of view.
Coronavirus season: A new study in the Journal of Infectious Diseases shows that
coronaviruses occur “sharply seasonal” between December and April / May.
Virus test: A German mathematician explains why the low remaining infection
numbers in many countries consist largely of false positive results, even with fairly
accurate PCR tests, and the pandemic thus “never seems to end”.
“Second wave”: Studies on a “second wave” sometimes make completely unrealistic
assumptions, such as a constant risk of infection and death across all age groups.
Nevertheless, the example of the 1968 Hong Kong flu shows that the global spread of
pandemics can indeed extend over several seasons.
Italy: Almost 5% of the population in Milan already had antibodies against Covid19
in mid-February, ie before the outbreak of the epidemic in Italy. This again indicates
that the virus was already circulating in Europe earlier than previously thought.
Unemployment: The International Labor Agency ILO expects that due to the political
corona measures, half of the world’s employees or 1.6 billion people are at risk of
losing their livelihoods.
Fact check: 13 misleading and false claims about the corona epidemic (German)
Review: Why life went on as normal during the global flu pandemics of 1968/1969
(Hong Kong flu, and the Woodstock music festival) and of 1957 (Asian flu).

Did the lockdowns save lives?

Many media reported on a study by Imperial College London, according to which the
lockdowns in Europe allegedly “saved 3 million lives”. In reality, Imperial College
London simply compared the unrealistic predictions of its own model with actual
developments. This is particularly evident in the case of Sweden, which even without a
lockdown had only a fraction of the deaths predicted by the Imperial College model (see
graph).
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Imperial College model vs. reality in Sweden. Orange: prediction without
measures; grey: prediction with moderate measures; blue: reality. (GRC; May 8,

2020)

The role of the media

Most traditional media, almost all of which are part of elite geopolitical networks,
decided to run a campaign of fear during the coronavirus period, a behavior that is
usually observed in connection with wars of aggression or alleged terrorist attacks.

The risk to the general population was greatly exaggerated, official policies were hardly
questioned, the situation in hospitals was dramatized, manipulative images were used,
campaigns were staged, and protesters were systematically defamed as “idiots”.

It is true that some conservative media criticized the economically harmful lockdown
measures. The real question, however, is whether they will also criticize the surveillance
measures now planned, such as the extensive societal contact tracing (see below).

Most independent media sooner or later realized that the risk of the corona virus was
exaggerated and politically exploited. Only a few independent media outlets did not
realize this, perhaps because they lacked a medical background or fell for the official
campaign of fear.

Some analysts compared Covid-19 to a psychological operation that uses the media-
induced fear of the virus to bring about political and social change.
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US platforms such as Google, Youtube, Facebook and Twitter censored corona issues
extensively by deleting critical (i.e. non WHO compliant) points of view even from
doctors or restricting their distribution, a procedure that has long been the norm for
geopolitical issues.

However, modern media users have the option of using manipulation-free search engines
such as DuckDuckGo and independent video platforms such as Bitchute, as well as
generally using an advertising and tracking blocker on certain media sites.

A contrarian interview with Prof. Karel Sikora that was temporarily deleted by
Youtube (Unherd)

Political developments

Numerous observers have already drawn attention to the fact that the predominantly
politically induced “corona crisis” is or could be instrumentalized for far-reaching social
and economic changes.

In March, NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden warned that governments are using the
temporary corona crisis as an occasion or pretext for the permanent expansion of social
surveillance and control, thereby establishing an “architecture of oppression”.

The measures currently being discussed or already implemented include in particular:

1. The introduction of applications for society-wide contact tracing
2. Building units to enforce tracing and isolation of citizens
3. The introduction of digital biometric ID cards that can be used to control and regulate

participation in social and professional activities.
4. The expanded control of travel and payment transactions (e.g. cash abolition).
5. The creation of legal foundations for access to the biological systems of citizens by

governments or corporations (through so-called “mandatory vaccinations”).
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More than 600 scientists have warned of an “unprecedented surveillance of society”
through problematic apps for “contact tracing”. In some countries, such “contact tracing”
is already carried out directly by the secret service. In several parts of the world, the
population is already being monitored by drones and facing serious police overreach.

In May, Apple and Google added a contact tracing interface to the operating systems of
three billion cell phones that can now be used by national authorities.

This is despite the fact that a recent WHO study on pandemic influenza came to the
conclusion that contact tracing is not sensible from a medical point of view and is “not
recommended in any circumstances”, as the epidemiological benefits of such apps remain
doubtful.

It is often argued that the contact tracing applications would remain “voluntary” and
“compliant with data protection”. However, in practice, neither is really true.

In several countries, the use of the applications is already mandatory for certain activities.
Various employers, administrations, landlords and transport companies in India require
the tracing app. In Argentina, everyone who is in the “public space” must activate
contact tracing.

Some German politicians already advocated a preference for app users when traveling
or dining out. The Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu, for his part, spoke of the use of
“sensors” for distance control in children.

In Singapore, the “voluntary” app was installed by fewer people than expected, which is
why the government now wants to make it mandatory for certain public spaces and
services. In some parks, the distance control is already monitored by DARPA robots.

In Australia, people who do not want to use the contact tracing app are insulted by the
media as idiots and a danger to the public, and are thus put under social pressure.

Singapore: A DARPA robot dog monitoring social distancing (CNA)

The data protection of the supposedly “decentralized” contact tracing is also
problematic. The Dutch IT professor Jaap-Henk Hoepmann already explained in April
that even supposedly decentralized solutions can very easily be used for monitoring and
surveillance.

Singapore: Robot dog promoting social dista…
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Due to the speed of the introduction, the President of the German Society for Computer
Science suspected that the functions “had long been in the devices” and only a little “fine
tuning” was required. He sees the apps as a “Trojan horse”.

In parallel to the introduction of the applications, many countries have started to set up
special units to track contacts and isolate citizens.

In the United States a 100 billion-dollar legislation to set up a national “Corona testing
and tracing corps” with up to 180,000 members has been proposed. The states of New
York and California are already building “contact tracing armies” with up to 20,000
members each. In the state of Washington, the National Guard is to participate and those
who do not cooperate “voluntarily” can be forced to do so.

Italy has announced the creation of a corps with 60,000 volunteers, and Switzerland and
other countries have also started building such units. In Germany there have already
been mass tests in residential buildings under the threat of police coercion.

The software for society-wide contact tracing in the USA, Great Britain and possibly in
other European countries is provided by the CIA-related technology company Palantir of
US billionaire Peter Thiel. In Israel, contact tracing software from notorious cyber spy
company NSO is used.

A whistleblower who took part in a training program for contact tracers in the United
States described it in a video interview as “totalitarian” and a “danger to society”.

All these measures are taken despite the fact that the epidemiological benefit remains
unclear and that the WHO explicitly opposed contact tracing, which is otherwise used
mainly for serious sexual diseases or food poisoning, which, unlike common respiratory
diseases, are easy to trace.

In addition to applications and special units for contact tracing, there are also specific
projects or plans for “immunity cards”, which could be used, for example, to control the
travel and work activities of the population. In fact, the EU had been planning to
introduce such a vaccination certificate since 2018.

Such “vaccination cards” are in turn linked to a worldwide “vaccination program”,
which is also currently being worked on. For example, US billionaire and vaccine investor
Bill Gates called for corona vaccination for “seven billion people”. AstraZeneca is
currently preparing to produce two billion doses of the still untested Oxford vaccine.

From a strategic point of view, such a global vaccination programme would provide
access to the biological systems of the population, in particular the immune and nervous
systems and the genetic and reproductive systems.

In the economic area, there is a surge in digitization and centralization in favor of a few
US technology corporations, as the American National Security Commission on Artificial
Intelligence (NSCAI), led by former Google CEO Eric Schmidt, demanded in a strategy
paper in 2019 to be able to compete with China.

The World Economic Forum (WEF) Davos, which together with the Gates Foundation
and Johns Hopkins University already ran the well-known coronavirus pandemic
exercise “Event 201” in October 2019, called for a global “Great Reset” in order prepare
the economic and social structures for the 21st century.

Meanwhile, several cardinals and bishops of the Catholic Church warned in an open
letter that, under the pretext of the coronavirus, a worldwide panic had been triggered to
introduce “unacceptable forms of global surveillance and control” of the population.
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The idea that a pandemic can be used to expand global monitoring and control is not
new. As early as 2010 the American Rockefeller Foundation described in a working
paper on future technological and social developments a “lockstep scenario” in which the
present-day developments were anticipated with surprising accuracy (from page 18).

But there are also reactions from the population: Spain, Italy and Germany, for example,
have seen demonstrations for fundamental rights with thousands or tens of thousands of
people.

See also: Inside the NSA’s Secret Tool for Mapping Your Social Network (Wired)

Creative contributions

Video: They Live – Coronavirus Edition (Trigger Happy Media)
Video: Out of Touch – Run for your life (Kevin James)
Video: What It’s Like to Believe Everything the Media Tells You (JP)

The Landing AI Social Distancing Detector (Youtube)

B. Countries and regions

Scandinavia

Denmark: In Denmark, leaked emails revealed that, contrary to political statements,
the health authority spoke out against a lockdown in March and wrote: “ The Danish
health authority continues to believe that Covid-19 cannot be described as a generally
dangerous disease because it’s neither normally serious, nor does it have a high
mortality rate. ” In addition, a lower reproduction number was not published for
political reasons to justify the lockdown. The Danish parliament has now decided to
investigate government policy by an expert commission.
Norway: The Prime Minister of Norway publicly admitted that she panicked in
March and that most of the lockdown measures would probably not have been
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necessary. In Norway, too, it became known that the reproduction number already fell
to the stable value of 1 before the lockdown. In the case of a “second wave”, a much
softer strategy without lockdown would have to be chosen, the Prime Minister
declared.
Sweden: Despite enormous international pressure, Sweden managed the Corona
period well without a lockdown and overall mortality remained in the range of earlier
strong flu waves. 75% of deaths occurred in nursing homes and nursing apartments,
an issue the government promised to investigate. International media tried to portray
this as “failure of the Swedish no-lockdown strategy”, which of couse is not correct, as
nursing homes need targeted protection and do not benefit from a general lockdown
of society.
Schools: Both Finland and Denmark saw no increase in Corona cases after their
schools reopened. Sweden kept its primary schools open to begin with.

United States

There were approximately 100,000 test-positive deaths in the United States by the end
of May. The overall mortality rate since the beginning of the year was, however, in the
range of the strong flu season of 2017/2018 (see chart below).
At least 42% of deaths occurred in nursing homes, which account for 0.6% of the U.S.
population and did not benefit from a general lockdown.
In the states that did not implement a lockdown or removed it early, there was no
increased mortality, according to a study by JP Morgan.
An evaluation by four US professors comes to the conclusion that the lockdown in the
US will cost about twice as many years of life as Covid-19.
In an open letter, over 600 doctors warned US President Donald Trump of the
dangers of an extended lockdown. The lockdown was itself a “mass casualty
incident”.
In another open letter to US Vice President Mike Pence, American doctors are calling
for the rapid opening of society. The dangerousness of Covid-19 turned out to be
much less than originally assumed. The risk groups are known and can be protected
in a targeted manner. A safe immunization of society is also possible without
vaccination. The media has terrorized the population unnecessarily, triggering a sharp
rise in despair and suicides.
Most of the U.S. Army’s field hospitals, which were built for a total of $ 660 million,
closed again in May without treating even a single patient.
A California trauma doctor said in a post that there were more suicide attempts in
May than usually in a year, and that the suicides far outnumbered the corona deaths
in California.
In the severely affected state of New York, an independent investigation was
requested regarding the official order for nursing homes to admit Corona patients.
There were over 5000 deaths in New York nursing homes. Such orders were also
issued in the heavily affected states of New Jersey and Pennsylvania.
New York’s largest hospital association has announced an investigation into the use of
invasive ventilators. In April, it was confirmed that US hospitals receive large
bonuses when they admit Covid-19 patients and connect them to ventilators,
although experts long before warned of the dangers of invasive ventilation. A New
York nurse even spoke of a “mass murder”.
In the state of Washington , the health agency confirmed that even homicide victims
were counted as “corona deaths” if they tested positive for the corona virus. The New
York Times also listed a murder victim on their front page of alleged “Corona
victims”. Even George Floyd , who was killed by a police officer at the end of May,
tested positive for Corona.
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By the end of May, over 40 million people had been unemployed in the United States.
Estimates predict that around 42% of lost jobs will not be recovered and that the worst
recession since World War II is imminent (see chart below). Nevertheless, US
billionaires saw corona add $ 434 billion to their wealth.

USA: Gesamtsterblichkeit 2017/18 und 2019/2020 (population adjusted). Source:
NCHS/Twitter

USA: Job loss in recessions since 1945 ( BLS / CRB )
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Great Britain

In March and April, England and Wales experienced an excess mortality of about
46,000 people. This roughly corresponds to the strong flu waves of 1999 and 2000 (see
graphic below). However, the health authority ONS notes that almost 30% of this
mortality is not due to the coronavirus.
For example, by early May, 8,000 more people died at home than usual, and 80% of
these deaths, according to death certificates, had nothing to do with the corona virus.
In British nursing homes alone, there were 30,000 excess deaths by the beginning of
May, of which only 10,000 cases noted Covid-19 as the cause on the death certificate,
as Cambridge professor David Spiegelhalter explained. In England and Wales, around
10,000 additional dementia patients without corona infection died in April due to
weeks of isolation.
Similar to northern Italy and New York, in England there was a fatal decision to move
corona patients from hospitals to nursing homes, and the coronavirus was also
spreading rapidly within the healthcare system itself.
Most of the additional Covid field hospitals that were built remained largely empty.
The influential epidemiologist Neil Ferguson’s computer model, which predicted
hundreds of thousands of deaths, was found to be highly flawed and unrealistic in an
independent analysis by software and modeling experts. Ferguson had to resign as a
government adviser after breaking the lockdown himself to visit his married lover.
Based on his failed model, his university now claims that the lockdown “saved three
million lives” in Europe.
Analysis: Who controls the British Government response to Covid-19? (Part 1) and
COVID-19: The Big Pharma players behind UK Government lockdown (Part 2)
UK economic experts predict the biggest economic recession since the Great Frost of
1709 (in the Little Ice Age).
Positive anecdote: Britain’s oldest tailor survived the corona virus at the age of 96
after not eating for ten days.
More UK Covid statistics on Covid-19 In Proportion.

Mortality in 2020 compared to the strong flu waves of 1999 and 2000 (adjusted for
population growth and 2020 deaths moved to winter). Source: ONS / OffGuardian
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Switzerland

Medical aspects:

After about four weeks of relative excess mortality, since the middle of May
Switzerland is already in experiencing below-average mortality. The cumulative
mortality rate since the beginning of the year is in the range of a normal flu season
and far below the strong flu season of 2015 (see chart below). Around 50% of deaths
occurred in nursing homes that did not benefit from a lockdown. The median age of
deaths is around 84 years, which is slightly above the average Swiss life expectancy.
There were a total of 130 test-positive deaths in the Canton of Zurich. More than half
of this (78) took place in nursing homes. Again slightly more than half of these deaths
(40) took place in two nursing homes that had to take Covid19 patients from hospitals
and were sometimes unable to adequately isolate them.
ETH Zurich has repeatedly rephrased its study that the decline in the spread of
Covid19 began before the lockdown, in order not to openly contradict to the Federal
Council. But the result remains the same: the lockdown was medically unnecessary
and socially counterproductive. The forecasts of the authorities and universities were
based on often completely unrealistic assumptions.
Researchers at ETH Lausanne have presented a study warning of the risk of a “second
wave” that could overwhelm Switzerland. The main author of the study, Professor
Jacques Fellay, is also a member of the Federal Council’s Corona Task Force and a
supporter of a Corona vaccine. An independent analysis of this study, however,
showed that it is based on completely unrealistic assumptions and, for example,
predicts a constant risk of infection and death for all age groups.
Medical entrepreneur Stephan Rietiker from Inside-Corona comes to a devastating
conclusion with regard to the Corona management of the Federal Council. The
Federal Council largely ignored the findings of its own pandemic commission and
made grotesquely wrong decisions with serious consequences for the population and
the economy. An unsuitable “containment strategy” was pursued in the naive belief
that the time until a vaccine could be “bridged”. The planned “contact tracing” will
consume tons of money and ultimately “fail miserably”. It is high time to abolish the
emergency laws and hold the decision-makers accountable, according to Rietiker.

Media:

The Aargauer Zeitung reported on the supposedly first child who “died from the
coronavirus”. The infant, flown in from Macedonia in an emergency, actually died of
meningitis, which is not caused by coronaviruses.
In May, the NZZ once again spread the false report that Corona had brought the
southern canton of Ticino “to the brink of disaster”. In fact, there were no serious
problems outside of nursing homes in the canton of Ticino.
SRF TV editor-in-chief Tristan Brenn defended himself against allegations that SRF
was spreading propaganda about Corona. Shortly afterwards, a wheelchair-bound
participant in a corona demonstration pointed out how SRF had used him for
propaganda.

Political aspects:

In Switzerland there have been weekly demonstrations for fundamental rights in
Bern, Zurich and other cities since April. This led to considerable police violence, see
»Corona repression in Switzerland«. The participants in these demonstrations were
mostly defamed by the media as dumb or extremist.
The Federal Council plans to convert the existing emergency ordinances into urgent
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federal law, whereas an online petition has been launched against this step.
The Federal Council adopted a legal basis for the “corona-tracing app”, which must
be approved by Parliament in the summer session. Apple and Google have now
equipped their mobile operating systems with an appropriate interface. The use of the
app should remain “voluntary” (see above).
The canton of Zurich and several other cantons have already set up centers for
society-wide contact tracing, consisting of police and health department employees
who are to contact potentially “infected” people and instruct them to be quarantined.
The experience of March and April had shown that the center would have to be
expanded or outsourced in the future.
A survey by the University of Applied Sciences ZHAW showed that 40% of Swiss fear
a stronger monitoring by “Corona apps”. Still, a majority plan to use the contact
tracing app.
In February 2020, US billionaire and vaccine investor Bill Gates donated 900,000 US
dollars to the Swiss Agency for Therapeutic Products Swissmedic for “projects in
Africa”.
Switzerland will support Bill Gates’ global vaccine alliance GAVI with CHF 30
million for the development of a coronavirus vaccine.
The Corona-critical doctor from Aargau, who was brutally arrested in April by a
special police unit and temporarily admitted to the psychiatric center, requested an
external administrative investigation into his case, which the government has now
initiated. It was previously known that, contrary to what the police had said, the
doctor neither threatened relatives nor the authorities nor was he in possession of a
loaded weapon.

Kumulierte Sterblichkeit im Vergleich zum Erwartungswert (2010-2020, BFS/Stotz)

Germany and Austria

Germany and Austria have not had any significant excess mortality since March. In
fact, Germany has even seen a slightly below-average level of mortality since the
beginning of the year if corrected for population growth.
Leaked protocols in Austria, as in Denmark and England, have shown that the
lockdown was politically motivated and the majority of the health experts spoke out
against it, recommending to Chancellor Kurz in March to get away from the message
of a “very dangerous virus” because the virus was already widespread and not
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particularly dangerous for the majority of the population.
In Germany, almost a million surgeries were canceled due to the corona lockdown by
the end of May. German oncologists warn of delays in the diagnosis and treatment of
cancer due to the lockdown. Cancer is a “far greater danger than COVID-19,” the
medical associations emphasized.
German pediatricians report massive violence against children due to the lockdown.
They see injuries like those after car accidents, including broken bones or shaking
trauma. The number of calls to the child protection hotline is rising sharply.
Berlin medical examiner Professor Michael Tsokos reported “corona suicides” from
people who fear or think they may be infected. Professor Tsokos criticized the
scaremongering and spread of “horror scenarios” by the media and some virologists.
He fears that the “infectious pandemic” will now be followed by a “psycho-social
pandemic”. In fact, suicides and suicide attempts in Berlin already “increased
dramatically” in the first quarter.
Economic experts in Germany expect around 10,000 additional bankruptcies by 2021
due to the political corona measures.
Since April some of the largest fundamental rights demonstrations in Europe have
taken place in German cities with up to 25,000 participants. However, there was
sometimes serious police violence, for example when arresting vegan celebrity chef
Attila Hildmann or 68-year-old former GDR civil rights activist Angelika Barbe. There
were also arson attacks and, in some cases, life-threatening attacks on demonstrators
and independent media people by mostly black-hooded groups that apparently are
not afraid of state persecution.
Werner Winterstein, the grandson of an Austrian-Jewish Minister of Justice murdered
by the Nazis, took part in a fundamental rights demonstration in Vienna and declared
that he was “shaken by the silent seizure of power by elements that speak of ‘new
normality’ on the margins of the democratic model. ” The corona-related division of
citizens into different categories and the creation of a new “snitch culture” are
dangerous developments. He observed a lack of civil courage and submission to the
authorities. The planned Corona apps are a move “towards a total surveillance state”
and should be rejected.

Weekly mortality in Germany, 2017 to 2020 (Destatis/RKI)
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South America and Africa

After the spread of corona in Europe and the United States subsided, many media
focused on the situation in South America, especially in Brazil. However, the fact is that
with 36,000 deaths to date and the curve already flattening, Brazil’s 210 million
inhabitants are better off than most European countries including Switzerland.

In other Latin American countries such as Ecuador, in addition to the coronavirus,
dengue fever also spreads with similar symptoms, which has lead to a double burden on
the health system. Nevertheless, in Peru it was found that 80% of confirmed corona cases
remain asymptomatic.

Some media reported crematoriums running allegedly “around the clock” in Mexico
City. A Youtuber living in Mexico then visited the city and the hospitals, funeral homes
and crematoriums there, all of which had very little activity.

In general, there has been a much lower corona mortality rate in countries in South
America and Africa than in Europe and the USA, which may be due to the younger
population or climatic factors. On the other hand, the World Bank expects up to 60
million victims of poverty due to global political corona measures.

C. Global health funding by Bill Gates

US multi-billionaire and Microsoft founder Bill Gates is the most important private
sponsor of the WHO and the vaccine industry and is therefore currently in the spotlight.
In the following illustrations his pharmaceutical and media network is graphically
represented.

See also: Politico (2017): Meet the world’s most powerful doctor: Bill Gates

Global health funding by Bill Gates in the US/UK and Germany (CoroDok)

May 2020

Expert interviews

Stanford professor John Ioannidis explains in an interview with CNN that Covid19 is
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a “widespread and mild disease” comparable to influenza (flu) for the general
population, while patients in nursing homes and hospitals should receive extra
protection.
Stanford professor Scott Atlas explains in an interview with CNN that “the idea of
having to stop Covid19 has created a catastrophic health care situation”. Professor
Atlas says that the disease is “generally mild” and that irrational fears had been
created. He adds that there is “absolutely no reason” for extensive testing in the
general population, which is only necessary in hospitals and nursing homes. Professor
Atlas wrote an article at the end of April entitled “The data are in – Stop the panic and
end total isolation” that received over 15,000 comments.
Epidemiologist Dr Knut Wittkowski explains in a new interview that the danger of
Covid19 is comparable to an influenza and that the peak was already passed in most
countries before the lockdown. The lockdown of entire societies was a “catastrophic
decision” without benefits but causing enormous damage. The most important
measure is the protection of nursing homes. According to Dr. Wittkowski, Bill Gates’
statements on Covid19 are “absurd” and “have nothing to do with reality”. Dr.
Wittkowski considers a vaccination against Covid19 “not necessary” and the
influential Covid19 model of British epidemiologist Neil Ferguson a “complete
failure”. (Note: The video was removed by Youtube).
German virologist Hendrik Streeck explains the final results of his pioneering
antibody study. Professor Streeck found a Covid19 lethality of 0.36%, but explains that
this is an upper limit and the lethality is probably in the range of 0.24 to 0.26% or even
below. The average age of test-positive deceased was approximately 81 years.
Professor Streeck argues that “waiting for a vaccine” is not a good strategy because
both the feasibility and effectiveness of a vaccine are uncertain.
Biology professor and Nobel Prize winner Michael Levitt, who has been analyzing
the spread of Covid19 since February, describes the general lockdown as a „huge
mistake“ and calls for more targeted measures, especially to protect risk groups.
The emeritus microbiology professor Sucharit Bhakdi explains in a new interview
that politics and the media have been conducting an “intolerable fear-mongering” and
an “irresponsible disinformation campaign”. According to professor Bhakdi, face
masks for the general population are not needed and may in fact be harmful “germ
catchers”. The current crisis was brought about by the politicians themselves and has
little to do with the virus, he argues, while a vaccine against coronavirus is
“unnecessary and dangerous”, as was already the case with swine flu. The WHO has
“never taken responsibility for its many wrong decisions over the years”, professor
Bhakdi adds. (Note: The video was temporarily deleted by YouTube).
The Swiss chief physician for infectiology, Dr. Pietro Vernazza, explains in a new
interview that the Covid19 disease is “mild for the vast majority of people” and the
“counting of infected people and the call for more tests” aren’t helpful. In addition,
most of the people listed in the corona statistics did not die solely from Covid-19.
According to Dr. Vernazza, there is no evidence for the benefit of face masks in people
who do not show symptoms themselves (archive).

Medical studies

A new overview of existing PCR and antibody studies shows that the median value of
Covid19 lethality (IFR) is about 0.2% and thus in the range of a strong influenza.
A new antibody study with Danish blood donors showed a very low Covid19
lethality (IFR) of 0.08% for persons under 70 years of age.
A new antibody study from Iran, one of the earliest and most affected countries by
Covid19, also showed a very low lethality of 0.08% to 0.12%.
A new antibody study from Japan comes to the conclusion that about 400 to 800 times
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more people there had contact with the new coronavirus than previously thought, but
showed no or hardly any symptoms. Japan had done rather few tests so far.
A new study from Germany, with the participation of leading virologist Christian
Drosten, shows that about one third of the population already has some cellular
immunity to the Covid19 corona virus, presumably through contact with earlier
corona viruses (cold viruses). This cellular immunity by so-called T-cells is
significantly higher than PCR and antibody tests suggested and may partly explain
why many people develop no symptoms with the new coronavirus.
In a prison in the US state of Tennessee, only two out of 1349 test-positive people
showed any symptoms at all.
On the French aircraft carrier Charles de Gaulle, none of 1046 test-positive sailors
have died so far. On the US aircraft carrier Theodore Roosevelt, one of 969 test-
positive sailors has died so far (preconditions and exact cause of death are not
known). This yields a lethality rate of 0 to 0.1% for this population group.
Numerous media reported about alleged “re-infections” of already recovered persons
in South Korea. However, researchers have now come to the conclusion that all of the
290 suspected cases were false-positive test results caused by “non-infectious virus
fragments”. The result again highlights the well-known unreliability of PCR virus
tests.

Other medical updates

Numerous media reported that in connection with Covid19, more and more children
would fall ill with so-called Kawasaki disease (a vascular inflammation). However,
the UK’s Kawasaki Disease Foundation issued a press release stating that fewer, not
more, Kawasaki cases are currently being reported than usual and that of the few cases
reported, only about half had tested positive for corona virus.
In an open letter to the French Ministry of Health, a French doctor speaks of Covid19
as “the biggest health scam of the 21st century”. The danger of the virus for the
general population is in the range of influenza and the consequences of the lockdown
are more dangerous than the virus itself, the French doctor argues.
In France, it became known during a subsequent investigation that the first Covid19-
positive patient had already been treated at the end of December 2019, one month
earlier than previously assumed. The man was being treated for what appeared to be
flu-related pneumonia. This case shows that the new corona virus either arrived in
Europe earlier than assumed, or that it is not as new as assumed, or that the test result
was a false-positive. In addition, it is not clear whether the man, who has long since
recovered, was actually suffering from flu or corona virus or both.
The Executive Director of the WHO recently praised Sweden as a successful model
for handling Covid19. Sweden had implemented its health policy successfully and “in
partnership with the population”, he said. Previously, Sweden had been heavily
criticized for weeks by foreign media and politicians for its relaxed approach to
Covid19.
Belarus, which took the least action against Covid19 of all European countries and
did not even cancel major events like soccer matches, is counting only 103 test-
positive or suspected Covid19 deaths after more than two months. The Belarusian
long-term president Lukashenko called Corona a “psychosis”. Critics argue he is not
disclosing the real number of deaths.
An extensive literature review by a Canadian researcher found that face masks do not
provide measurable protection against colds and influenza.
A Swiss chief psychiatrist expects a sharp increase in psychological problems and
more than 10,000 additional suicides worldwide due to the global lockdown and
unemployment.
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The so-called reproduction number, which indicates the proliferation of Covid, is
increasingly becoming a political issue. However, this does not change the facts: the
peak of the spread was already reached in most countries before the lockdown and
the reproduction ratio fell to or below the stable value of one due to simple everyday
and hygiene measures. The lockdown was therefore epidemiologically unnecessary.
The clinical picture and risk groups of Covid19 corona viruses are probably related
to the use of the so-called ACE2 cell receptor, which is found in the bronchi and lungs,
but also in blood vessels, the intestines and kidneys. However, other coronaviruses
such as the common cold virus NL63, also use the ACE2 cell receptor. Some
researchers therefore expect that the Covid19 coronavirus, too, will be seen as a
typical cold virus in the medium term.
The exact origin of the new corona virus is still unclear. The easiest explanation
remains natural transmission or mutation, which happens quite often. It is true,
however, that the virological laboratory in Wuhan, as part of a research programme
co-financed by the US, studied corona viruses from bats and also examined their
transmissibility to other mammals, something that has been criticised for years by
some researchers as too risky. The director of the laboratory, however, explained that
the new virus did not correspond to the corona viruses investigated in the laboratory.
At any rate, earlier rumours about “bioweapons” or “HIV sequences” turned out to
be disinformation given the relative harmlessness of the corona virus.

Nursing Homes

Nursing homes play an absolutely key role in the current corona situation. In most
Western countries, 30% to 70% of all deaths “related to Covid” occurred in nursing homes
(in some regions even up to 90%). It is also known from northern Italy that the crisis there
began with a panic-induced collapse of nursing care for the elderly.

Nursing homes require targeted protection and do not benefit from a general lockdown
of society. If one looks only at the deaths in the general population, in most countries
these are in the range of a normal or even mild wave of influenza.

Moreover, in many cases it is not clear what people in nursing homes really died of, i.e.
whether it was Covid19 or stress, fear and loneliness. From Belgium, for example, it is
known that about 94% of all deaths in nursing homes are untested “presumed cases”.

A new analysis of French statistics moreover shows the following: as soon as there is a
“suspected case” in a nursing home (e.g. due to coughing), all deaths are considered
“suspected Covid19 deaths”, and as soon as there is a “confirmed case” in a nursing
home (even if symptomless), all deaths are considered “confirmed Covid19 deaths”.

A report from Germany vividly describes the extreme conditions under which hundreds
of thousands of patients in care and nursing homes have had to live in recent weeks,
often against their will. Many of the patients were barely allowed to leave their rooms,
were no longer allowed to go out into the fresh air or receive visits from their relatives.

In several nursing homes, the error-prone PCR virus test moreover led to serious false
alarms and panic. In one Canadian nursing home, employees fled in fear of the corona
virus, resulting in the tragic death of 31 patients due to lack of care.

The former New York Times journalist and Corona critic Alex Berenson writes on Twitter:
“Let’s be clear: the fact the nursing home deaths are not front and center every day in
elite media coverage of COVID tells you everything you need to know about the media’s
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priority – which is instilling panic (and punishing Trump), not driving good health
policy.”

Full analysis: Mortality associated with COVID-19 outbreaks in care homes: early
international evidence (LTC Covid, May 2020)

Deaths in nursing homes, absolute and percentage figures (LTC Covid)

Great Britain

Cumulative all-cause mortality in the UK remains in the range of the five strongest flu
waves in the last 25 years. The peak in daily hospital deaths was already reached on
April 8 (s. chart below).
New statistical data show that in mid-April, out of about 12,000 additional deaths,
about 9,000 were “related to Covid” (including “suspected cases”), but about 3,000
were “not related to Covid”. Moreover, of the total of about 7300 deaths in nursing
homes, only about 2000 were “related to Covid”. In both the “Covid19 deaths” and
the non-covid19 deaths, it is often unclear what these people actually died of. The
Association of British Pathologists has therefore called for a “systematic review of the
true causes of death”.
The temporary “Nightingale” hospitals in the UK have so far remained largely empty.
A similar situation was already seen in China, the US and many other countries.
At the end of April it became known that the lockdown was apparently not, as
officially stated, recommended by a scientific commission alone, but that a high
government advisor had “pushed” the scientists to support the lockdown.
Peter Hitchens: We’re destroying the nation’s wealth – and the health of millions. “If
you don’t defend your most basic freedom, the one to go lawfully where you wish
when you wish, then you will lose it for ever. And that is not all you will lose. Look at
the censorship of the internet, spreading like a great dark blot, the death of
Parliament, the conversion of the police into a state militia.”
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England: Test-positive deaths in hosptials (NHS)

United States

The latest report from the US CDC shows that the Covid19 hospitalization rate among
the over-65s is in the range of strong flu waves. It is slightly higher among 18 to 64-
year-olds and significantly lower among those under 18.
Video: A nurse from New York City stated in a dramatic video that New York is
“killing” Covid19 patients by putting them on invasive ventilators and destroying
their lungs. The use of the invasive ventilators (instead of oxygen masks) is done “for
fear of spreading the virus”. It is “a horror movie”, “not because of the disease, but
because of the way it is dealt with”, the nurse explained. Experts have been warning
since March against intubation of Covid19 patients.
Dr. Daniel Murphy, the head of emergency medicine at a heavily affected hospital in
New York City, recommends a quick end to the lockdown. According to Dr Murphy,
the Covid19 wave had already reached its peak on April 7th. Covid19 is a serious
matter, but the fear of it is exaggerated, as the vast majority of the population gets at
most mildly ill. His biggest concern now is the sharp decline in the care of emergency
patients and children due to the lockdown and the widespread fear in the population.
Video: The conservative Project Veritas whistleblower platform spoke with New York
funeral home directors who stated that currently Covid is written “on all death
certificates” (of suspected cases), whether there was a test or not. Many people are
currently dying at home, and often the exact cause of death is no longer checked. The
Covid19 statistics are inflated for political or financial reasons, the directors stated.
The director of the Illinois Department of Health confirmed that even terminally ill
people who clearly die of another cause but who test positive for Covid19 virus before
or after death are recorded as Covid19 deaths.
Due to the lockdown, 30 million people in the US have already applied for
unemployment benefits by the end of April – that is significantly more than the
International Labour Office ILO originally assumed for the entire world.
Tesla boss Elon Musk called the California curfews “fascist”. The “forced
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imprisonment” of people in their homes violates all their constitutional rights, Musk
explained in a telephone conference.
Video: A Wisconsin mother was confronted by police at her home because her
children played illegally with neighbor children.
Video: In late April, some photographers were caught in a partial staging of a protest
by care workers against anti-lockdown demonstrators. (Read more).

Switzerland

Cumulative deaths since the beginning of the year in Switzerland remain within the
range of a normal flu epidemic and far below the strong flu epidemic of 2015 (see
graph below). Around 50% of deaths occurred in care and nursing homes.
The Swiss government plans to transform the current corona emergency decrees into
a permanent urgent federal law. Most Swiss media have not reported on this far-
reaching announcement, or have done so only marginally.
The Swiss Armed Forces began testing an app for contact tracing that is to be
introduced on 11 May in collaboration with Google and Apple. Meanwhile, a Swiss
“data protection office” declared: “If the contact tracing app is suitable and necessary,
it does not need to be voluntary”.
Various vigils were held on the Swiss Bundesplatz in Berne with around 400
participants who spoke out against restrictions on constitutional rights. The rallies
were cleared by the police.
In the context of Covid19, it was not the long-established Swiss Pandemic
Commission that was used, but a newly founded “Covid-19 Task Force”, some of
whose members have conflicts of interest in the pharmaceutical sector.
Video: “Does the Swiss government belong in prison?” Swiss journalist Reto
Brennwald interviewed the entrepreneur Daniel Stricker, who temporarily fled
Switzerland to Sweden in mid-March and strongly criticizes the corona policy of the
Swiss government.
A Swiss nurse has written a highly shared article on the current situation. She
explains that Swiss hospitals have remained largely empty and in some cases had to
furlough staff. She also says it is very unusual to transfer people over 80 years of age
to intensive care units because of flu or pneumonia, where they then have to die alone
instead of with their families. If this were done, the intensive care units would be
overloaded almost every winter. The nurse criticises that most of the media have not
sufficiently addressed the recent scientific findings on the rather low overall risk of
Covid19.
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Cumulative deaths compared to expected deaths, 2010 to 2020 (KW17, BFS/Stotz)

Germany and Austria

In Germany and Austria, similar to Denmark, Finland, Greece, Hungary, Ireland,
Luxembourg, Malta, Norway and Portugal, no excess mortality exists to date.
According to a leaked protocol of the Austrian Corona Task Force, Chancellor Kurz is
said to have demanded in March that the population should be “more afraid” of
infection or death of parents or grandparents. A strategy paper of the German Federal
Ministry of the Interior had already become known earlier, which also called for a
psychological fear campaign that was indeed implemented by politicians and the
media. In retrospect, the question arises as to how many people died as a result of this
largely unfounded fear.
An open letter with already about 5000 signatures from people over 64 years of age
demands: “Corona: Don’t protect us older people at this price! Let us decide for
ourselves!” For the protection of risk groups, the basic rights of the entire society
should not be overridden, the authors argue.
In Austria (and possibly also in other countries) kissing among people in love but not
living together is still forbidden. This applies both in public and in one’s own flat,
explained the Austrian Minister of Health.
A German lawyer is currently suing in several courts against the government anti-
corona measures, as they are “blatantly unconstitutional”.
Videos: In Germany there have recently been several cases of serious police
overreach. A young woman was brutally arrested by several police officers while
shopping, as she had apparently “got 20cm too close” to a policewoman. Another
woman was instructed by the police at a rally not to hold the German constitution in
front of her chest, as this was an “illegal political message”. The organizer of a
peaceful rally in Berlin was also arrested in a rather brutal fashion. Even older women
were arrested in a disproportionate manner. (Caution: disturbing footage of police
violence).

Other updates

The CEO of Youtube announced in an interview at the end of April that video
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contributions on coronavirus that contradict the guidelines of the WHO or national
health authorities will be removed. For example, the video of the two skeptic
Californian emergency doctors, which had over five million views, was deleted.
Likewise, the interview with Professor Sucharit Bhakdi linked above was at least
temporarily removed by Youtube.
In the US magazine The Atlantic, two law professors wrote an article entitled:
“Internet Speech Will Never Go Back to Normal. In the debate over freedom versus
control of the global network, China was largely correct, and the U.S. was wrong.”
Mathias Döpfner, CEO of Axel Springer and one of the most influential media
managers in Germany, calls for a “decoupling from China” and a strengthening of the
transatlantic alliance with the USA in the wake of the Corona crisis.
Washington Post: “The last time the government sought a ‘warp speed’ vaccine, it
was a fiasco”. The 1976 swine flu express vaccination led to paralysis and deaths.
Looking back: Woodstock Occurred in the Middle of a Pandemic. On the rather
relaxed handling of the global flu pandemic of 1968 (read more).

Covid-19 and the media

A lot of people are shocked by the dubious and often fear-mongering Covid19 reporting
of many media outlets. Obviously, this is not “ordinary reporting”, but classical and
massive propaganda, as it is typically employed in connection with wars of aggression or
alleged terrorism.

SPR has depicted the media networks responsible for the dissemination of such
propaganda in earlier infographics for the USA, for Germany and for Switzerland. Even
the supposedly “open” Internet lexicon Wikipedia is an integral part of this geopolitical
media structure.

The political stance and relationship to power of different media outlets have been
analyzed and compared as part of the SPR Media Navigator. The Media Navigator may
also be helpful in evaluating the current Covid19 reporting by different media outlets.

If, for example, pictures of soldiers in protective suits disinfecting entire streets are seen
on television, this does not prove the danger of the corona virus, but rather – as Professor
Giesecke put it benevolently – proves useless “political activism”. Or as others would put
it: propaganda.

Covid-19 and mass surveillance

By far the most significant and, from a civil society perspective, the most dangerous
development in response to the coronavirus is the apparent political attempt to massively
expand mass surveillance and control of society. In this context, NSA whistleblower
Edward Snowden warned of the emergence of an “architecture of oppression”.

The flu-like coronavirus may serve as a rationale or pretext for the introduction of
strategic measures to expand monitoring and control of an increasingly uneasy society.
The most important instruments currently under discussion by several governments
include:

1. The introduction of applications for “tracing” contacts across society
2. The establishment of units to enforce the tracing and isolation of citizens
3. The introduction of digital biometric ID cards to control and regulate participation in
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social and professional activities.
4. The extended control of travel and payment transactions (including the abolition of

cash).
5. The creation of a legal basis for access to and intervention in citizens’ biological

systems by governments or corporations (based on so-called “compulsory
vaccinations”).

In the US, former President Bill Clinton discussed the introduction of a national network
of “contact tracers” with governors of various states in April. The governor of New York,
Andrew Cuomo, then announced that together with billionaire and former New York
City mayor Michael Bloomberg, he would create a “contact tracing army” with up to
17,000 contact tracers for New York.

Meanwhile, in the UK and many other countries, governments are calling for the
introduction of biometric “immunity passports” and presenting them as the allegedly
“only way out” of the primarily politically motivated lockdown. The British Tony Blair
Institute called for the “expansion of technological surveillance” to “combat the corona
virus”.

In the US, the Silicon Valley data analysis company Palantir is to play a key role in setting
up the data platform for monitoring the (already declining) spread of the corona virus.
Palantir is known for its IT projects with intelligence agencies and the military and was
founded by US billionaire and Trump supporter Peter Thiel.

In Israel, contact monitoring of the civilian population is carried out by the domestic
intelligence service Shin Bet, using programs from the notorious NSO Group, known for
its spy software used to monitor civil and human rights activists around the world.

Countries like Russia and China also want to massively expand the surveillance of the
population in the wake of the alleged “corona crisis”, but will most likely do so
independently of the US.

The idea that a pandemic can be used to expand control of the population is not new: as
early as 2010, the American Rockefeller Foundation described a „lock step scenario“ in a
report on future technological and social developments, in which current events were
anticipated with impressive accuracy (pages 18ff). At the time, the scenario was
conceived as a kind of authoritarian “worst case”.

Meanwhile, more than 500 scientists have warned in an open letter against
“unprecedented surveillance of society” through contact tracking apps.

The so-called Center for Health Security at Johns Hopkins University, which is at the
heart of the Covid19 pandemic management and which has contributed greatly to the
global escalation through its misleading charts, is also very closely linked to the US
security apparatus and has been involved in some of its earlier simulations and
operations.

In general, cooperation with private actors to achieve geostrategic goals is not a new or
unusual phenomenon in US foreign and security policy.

For instance, Microsoft founder Bill Gates, the most important private sponsor of the
WHO, the vaccine industry and biometric ID projects, financed a Global Health Program
of the US Council on Foreign Relations as early as 2003, which is concerned with the
question of how health policy influences geopolitics and, conversely, how health policy
can be used to achieve geostrategic goals.
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April 25, 2020

Medical updates

Professor Detlef Krüger, the direct predecessor of the well-known German virologist
Christian Drosten at the Charité Clinic in Berlin, explains in a recent interview that
Covid19 is “in many respects comparable to the flu” and “no more dangerous than
certain variants of the flu virus”. Professor Krüger considers the “mouth and nose
protection discovered by politicians” to be “actionism” and a potential “germ-
slinger”. At the same time he warns of “massive collateral damage” caused by the
measures taken.
The former Swedish and European chief epidemiologist Professor Johan Giesecke
gave the Austrian magazine Addendum a candid interview. Professor Giesecke says
that 75 to 90% of the epidemic is “invisible” because that many people develop no or
hardly any symptoms. A lockdown would therefore be “pointless” and harm society.
The basis of the Swedish strategy was that “people are not stupid”. Giesecke expects a
death rate between 0.1 and 0.2%, similar to that of influenza. Italy and New York had
been very poorly prepared for the virus and had not protected their risk groups,
Professor Giesecke argues.
The latest figures from Italy show (pp. 12/13) that 60 of almost 17,000 doctors and
nurses who tested positive died. This results in a Covid19 lethality rate of less than
0.1% for those under 50, 0.27% for those aged 50 to 60, 1.4% for those aged 60 to 70,
and 12.6% for those aged 70 to 80. Even these figures are likely too high, as these are
deaths with and not necessarily from corona viruses, and as up to 80% of people
remain asymptomatic and some may not have been tested. Overall, however, the
values are in line with those from e.g. South Korea and give a lethality rate for the
general population in the range of influenza.
The head of the Italian Civil Defence declared in mid-April that more than 1800
people died in nursing homes in Lombardy, and that in many cases the cause of death
was not yet clear. It was already known beforehand that the care of the elderly and
nursing homes and, as a result, the entire health care system in parts of Lombardy had
collapsed, in part due to fear of the virus and the lockdown.
The latest figures from Belgium show that there too, just over 50% of all additional
deaths occur in nursing homes, which do not benefit from a general lockdown. In 6%
of these deaths Covid19 was “confirmed”, in 94% of the deaths it was “suspected”.
About 70% of the test-positive persons (employees and residents) showed no
symptoms.
The British Guardian cites new studies according to which air pollution could be a
“key factor” in Covid19 deaths. For example, 80% of deaths in four countries were in
the most polluted regions (including Lombardy and Madrid).
The Californian physician Dr. Dan Erickson described his observations regarding
Covid19 in a much-noticed press briefing. Hospitals and intensive care units in
California and other states have remained largely empty so far. Dr. Erickson reports
that doctors from several US states have been “pressured” to issue death certificates
mentioning Covid19, even though they themselves did not agree. Dr. Erickson
recommends quarantining only the sick and not the healthy or the whole society, as
this could have negative effects on health and psyche. A significant increase in
“secondary effects” such as alcoholism, depression, suicide and abuse of children and
spouses has already been observed. Based on figures from various countries, Dr.
Erickson estimates the lethality of Covid-19 to be about 0.1% or similar to influenza.
According to Dr Erickson, a face mask only makes sense in acute situations such as in
hospital, but not in everyday life. (Note: Youtube deleted the press briefing after it had
5 million views.)
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The German newspaper DIE ZEIT focuses on the high vacancy rates in German
hospitals, which in some departments are as high as 70%. Even cancer examinations
and organ transplants that were not acutely necessary for survival had been cancelled
to make room for Covid19 patients, but these have so far been largely absent.
A new analysis from the UK concludes that there are currently about 2000 people per
week dying at home without Covid19 because they cannot or do not want to use the
health care system. These are mainly emergency patients with heart attacks and
strokes as well as chronically ill people.
Researchers in Austria concluded that more people died there in March from
untreated heart attacks than from Covid19.
In Germany, a mask requirement was introduced in public transport and in retail
outlets. The president of the World Medical Association, Frank Montgomery, has
criticized this as “wrong” and the intended use of scarves and drapes as “ridiculous”.
In fact, studies show that the use of masks in everyday life does not bring measurable
benefits to healthy and asymptomatic people, which is why the Swiss infectiologist
Dr. Vernazza spoke of a “media hype”. Other critics speak of a symbol of “forced,
publicly visible obedience”.
In 2019, a WHO study found “little to no scientific evidence” for the effectiveness of
measures such as “social distancing”, travel restrictions and lockdowns. (Original
study)
A German laboratory stated in early April that according to WHO recommendations,
Covid19 virus tests are now considered positive even if the specific target sequence of
the Covid19 virus is negative and only the more general corona virus target sequence
is positive. However, this can lead to other corona viruses (cold viruses) also trigger a
false positive test result. The laboratory also explained that Covid19 antibodies are
often only detectable two to three weeks after the onset of symptoms. This must be
taken into account so that the actual number of people already immune to Covid19 is
not underestimated.
In both Switzerland and Germany, some politicians have called for “compulsory
vaccination against corona”. However, the vaccination against the so-called “swine
flu” of 2009/2010, for example, led to sometimes severe neurological damage,
especially in children, and to claims for damages in the millions.
Professor Christopher Kuhbandner: About the lack of scientific justification for the
corona measures: “The reported figures on new infections very dramatically
overestimate the true spread of the corona virus. The observed rapid increase in new
infections is almost exclusively due to the fact that the number of tests has increased
rapidly over time (see figure below). So, at least according to the reported figures,
there was in reality never an exponential spread of the coronavirus. The reported
figures on new infections hide the fact that the number of new infections has been
decreasing since about early or mid-March.”
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Green: Real increase of infected people; red: increase due to more tests.

Sweden: The media versus reality

Some readers were surprised by the decrease in deaths in Sweden, as most media show a
steeply rising curve. What is the reason for this? Most media show cumulative figures by
date of reporting, while the Swedish authorities publish the much more meaningful daily
figures by date of death.

The Swedish authorities always stress that not all newly reported cases have died within
the last 24 hours, but many media ignore this (see graph below). Although the latest
Swedish figures may still increase somewhat, as in all countries, this does not change the
generally declining trend.

In addition, these figures represent deaths with and not necessarily from coronavirus. The
average age of death in Sweden is also over 80 years, about 50% of deaths occurred in
vulnerable nursing homes, while the effect on the general population has remained
minimal, even though Sweden has one of the lowest intensive care capacities in Europe.

However, the Swedish government has also been given new emergency powers due to
“corona” and could still participate in later contact tracing programmes.
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Cumulative deaths by date of reporting vs. daily deaths by date of death. (OWD /
FOHM)

The situation in Great Britain

Deaths in the UK have risen sharply in recent weeks, but are still in the range of the
strongest flu seasons of the last fifty years (see chart below). In the UK, too, up to 50% of
additional deaths occur in nursing homes, which do not benefit from a general lockdown.

Moreover, up to 50% of the additional deaths are said to be non-Covid19 deaths and up
to 25% of the additional deaths occur at home. It is therefore not at all clear whether the
general lockdown is beneficial or in fact detrimental to society at large.

The editor of the British Spectator has claimed that government agencies expect the
lockdown to result in up to 150,000 additional deaths in the longer term, significantly
more than what Covid19 is expected to cause. Most recently, the case of a 17-year-old
student and singer who took her own life because of the lockdown became known.

It is striking that England, in contrast to most other countries (including Sweden), has a
significantly elevated mortality rate even among 15 to 64-year-olds. This could be due to
the frequent cardiovascular preconditions, or it might be caused by the effects of the
lockdown.

The InProportion project has published numerous new graphs that put current UK
mortality in relation to previous flu outbreaks and other causes of death. Other websites
that critically review the British situation and measures are Lockdown Skeptics and UK
Column.
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UK: Weekly all-cause mortality (InProportion)

Switzerland: Excess mortality well below strong flu waves

A first serological study by the University of Geneva concluded that at least six times
more people in the canton of Geneva had contact with Covid19 than previously
thought. This means that the lethality of Covid19 in Switzerland also falls well below
one percent, while official sources still speak of up to 5%.
Even in the most severely affected canton of Ticino, almost half of the additional
deaths occurred in nursing homes that do not benefit from the general lockdown.
In Switzerland, 1.85 million people or over a third of all employees have already been
registered for short-time work. The economic costs are estimated at 32 billion for the
period from March to June.
Infosperber: Corona: The parroting of the media. “Major media outlets are hiding the
fact that they rely on opaque data for Covid-19 numbers.”
Ktipp: Swiss authorities: Almost all numbers ‘without guarantee’. “This year fewer
under-65s died in the first 14 weeks than in the last five years. Among the over-65s,
the number was also relatively low.”

The following graph shows that overall mortality in Switzerland in the first quarter of
2020 was in the normal range and that by mid-April it was still around 2000 people below
the flu wave of 2015. 50% of deaths occurred in nursing homes that do not benefit from a
lockdown.

Overall, around 75% of the additional deaths occurred at home, while hospitals and
intensive care units remain heavily underutilized and numerous operations have been
cancelled. In Switzerland, too, the very serious question thus arises as to whether the
“lockdown” may have cost more lives than it saved.
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Cumulated deaths compared to expected value, 2010 to 2020 (BFS)

Political updates

Video: In the Australian state of Queensland, a police helicopter with night-vision
equipment tracked down three young men who were drinking a beer on the roof of a
house at night, thus violating “Corona regulations”. The men were informed via a
megaphone that the building is “surrounded by police” and that they must proceed to
the exit. The men were fined about $1000 each.
In Israel, the domestic and anti-terrorism intelligence agency Shin Bet, in cooperation
with the police, has been tasked to monitor the population’s mobile phones since mid-
March in order to track contacts and order house arrest in the context of Covid19.
These measures were initially ordered without the consent of Parliament and are due
to remain in place until at least the end of April.
OffGuardian: The Seven Step Path from Pandemic to Totalitarianism
UK Column: Who controls the British Government response to Covid-19?
The corona-critical Swiss doctor, who was arrested by a special unit of the Swiss
police and sent to a psychiatric clinic (see update of April 15), has meanwhile been
released. A report by the magazine Weltwoche revealed that the doctor was arrested
on false grounds: there had been no threat to relatives or authorities and there had
been no possession of a loaded weapon. Thus, a politically motivated operation seems
likely.
A Munich local radio station, which interviewed doctors critical of corona in March,
was informed by the responsible media supervisory authority after complaints that
“such problematic broadcasts must be stopped in the future”.
The website kollateral.news of a German specialist lawyer is collecting reports on
“suffering due to the lockdown” and on the actual situation in German hospitals.
German general practitioners have published an appeal to politics and science in
which they call for “a more responsible handling of the corona crisis”.
Both in Austria and in Hungary, doctors who have criticised the corona measures are
threatened with a ban from their profession.
In Nigeria, according to official figures, more people have so far been killed by the
police enforcing corona curfews than by the corona virus itself.
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